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Whilst hearing aids usually do well to amplify speech, they often don’t help much
when it comes to music. This is because hearing aids are designed with speech in
mind and have many intricate and sophisticated processes in place to do so
effectively. Unfortunately, these same processes are often counterproductive for the amplification of music.
Modern hearing aids allow for personalised and precise hearing management and some offer reduction of
background noise. The technology which manages the amount of amplification given to speech vs that given to noise
may reduce/compress the amount of sound amplified under certain louder circumstances. Whilst this feature
improves one’s hearing of speech in background noise, it can be disastrous to the volume, tone and clarity of music.
Speech and music are as similar as they are different. Both can be either pleasing or displeasing; both can elicit
intense emotion; both encompass sounds of differing pitches. However, conversational speech is generally softer
than music. Where speech averages at around 60dB, music can go up to over 90dB! At this high volume the hearing
aids’ compression kicks in, which causes music to sound distorted, muted or artificial.
Essentially a hearing aid is “born” with hardware that will maximise speech, reduce static noise, improve speech
clarity, reduce speech noise or improve overall audibility. Some hearing aids have all of the best features to do one
or two of the above, but they seldom manage to do all of the above at the same time. Music amplification requires
as little technological interference as possible to sound more natural. Music needs raw, un-fiddled-with
amplification, while speech needs volume and pitch modification, especially in the presence of background noise.
In order to improve the quality of music we basically have to remove all the clever features and components from
the hearing aids. If we did that, we would lose the quality of speech. A bit of a catch-22!

There are however some techniques that you can try to improve your appreciation of music.
• Turn the music volume down and rather turn up the hearing aid. The hearing aid will then not compress as quickly.
• Switch to music with more bass. Most hearing aid wearers hear low pitches more easily than high pitches. High
pitches can cause feedback in the hearing aids or a tinny reproduction of sound. A piccolo might sound screechy.
• Remove the hearing aid altogether when listening to music. Just turn up the volume on your music player.
• Ask the audiologist to load a “Music Setting” onto the hearing aid which is programmed for music. Basically we
need to “dumb it down” for music enjoyment.
• Get an “only-for-music hearing aid”. We need the most basic of hearing aids for music and the most sophisticated
ones for hearing speech in noise.
• Make use of a TV/Music listener which gives the raw amplification needed to hear music well.
• Join a music appreciation group or class where you are taught to listen to music with your “new ears”. Your brain
needs to be taught how to listen to speech again, but it also needs to learn how to re-interpret music. Have a look
at the attached leaflet on a Music Appreciation workshop offered by Road to Independence.
Technology is constantly evolving and manufacturers are working out ways to allow the hearing aids to accept
louder and more diverse sounds, like music, without chopping them up and distorting them. Ask your audiologist
about new hearing aids and in particular their advancement in the field of natural and high definition music
processing. When considering new hearing aids (remember, every 5 years) mention to your audiologist when music
is of particular concern to you. It will help her alter her recommendations around appropriate brands, models and
technology as well as her advice around other assistive and supplementary listening devices.

Laughter is the Best Medicine
We’ve been told that growing older is not for sissies and one has to maintain a good attitude and a healthy sense of
humur about it. Having fun and laughing is one of the most successful, proven treatments for depression and anxiety.
It lowers blood pressure, reduces stress hormones, strengthens abdominal muscles, improves cardiac health, boosts the
immune system and creates a general sense of happiness and wellbeing.
As a practice which specializes in hearing loss in adults and the elderly, we often come across some real gems and we
are inspired by our patients who have time for a giggle and who share a few of their more fun aging moments with us.
We’d like to share our most memorable moments with you.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mrs A asks the audiologist to remove a wad of cash from her bra – in a full waiting room!
Mrs B phones to ask whether she would need an anesthetic to get a hearing aid fitted. She does not!
Mr D asks the receptionist to play Bingo with him in the waiting rooms so that he can test his hearing aids.
Mrs E requests a home visit whilst in hospital but when the audiologist arrives she is asked to change Mrs E’s nappy
– the audiologist obliged!
Mr F was upset about being without his hearing aids when they went for service, so he attached two huge seashells to
an alice band and wore those cupped behind his ears for two weeks. He heard brilliantly but looked ridiculous!
Mrs G describing how her new hearing aid sounded “I had a bit of flatulence and thought I was being shot!”

We like to laugh at ourselves and so we’d like to share some other interesting facts about your body with you.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

During your lifetime, you will produce enough saliva to fill two swimming pools
One quarter of the human body’s bones are in the feet – 52 of them.
The human sneeze typically exceeds 160 km per hour.
It is not possible to tickle yourself.
Your nose can remember 50,000 different scents.
The human body has around 95,000 km of blood vessels.
Your ears secrete more earwax when you are afraid, anxious or nervous than when you’re not.
If you lost your stomach, your spleen, 75% of your liver, 80% of your intestines, one kidney, one lung and virtually
every organ from your pelvic and groin area, you wouldn’t be very healthy, but you would live.

And last but not least, it takes 17 muscles to smile and 43 to frown, so smile when you visit us, it’s physically easier!

In and Around the Rooms
We are all well and so are the new babies. Nicole is back in action after Jordan’s birth and Belinda
has welcomed Elijah into the mix. Nicole is on admin duty for the duration of Belinda’s maternity
leave and you will meet the lovely Shelley at the front desk in Wynberg in the mornings.
Francis has been globe trotting again, attending the Sivantos Export Sales Academy in Barcelona.
South Africa was one of 33 countires represented, where worldwide trends, best practice, ideas and
inovation is shared. She has learnt much about the market we serve and the changes to come.
Some intensive planning, dialogue and brainstorming was involved as well as a surprize premium product launch.
Some business news is that the known and trusted brand
will be rebranding their hearing aid devision over
the next 4 years to
. This has come about in the sale of Siemens Hearing Solutions in 2014 to the German
Group
. The production and management has stayed the same but the branding on the products will
change. If you are wearing Siemens hearing aids, rest assured that the servicing and product support will continue as
normal for at least another 7 years. It’s the same workshop, the same products and the same team, just under a
different flag. Siemens is just one of the 5 big brands that we supply and 4 of the 5 are conglomerate owned, so this
rebranding thing is nothing new to us. As we were one of the invited guests to the Barcelona pre-launch, we will have
exclusive training and access to the the new Signia hearing aid range, which will in future be the big brother to
Siemens products in terms of technology. Please enquire about it from any one of the audiologists.
Our new Audiologist, Sarah Buitendag, was off to a running start and has done exceptionally well. We’ve been at our
new rooms in Wynberg now for 2 years and we are loving every minute of the space and facilities. Tokai, Claremont
and Fish Hoek are still going strong and we’d like you to make use of the enclosed voucher to have us check your ears
for wax or the condition of your hearing aids. The voucher entitles you or a friend to 50% discount on a consultation
with one of our audiologists at any of our lovely rooms. Please note that the voucher excludes hearing tests.
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